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Overall Research Objectives

Context
• Understanding current awareness, knowledge, engagement, and perceptions across the 

audiences around Switchover, and the Switchover Help Scheme

Message Testing and Information Hierarchy 
• Presenting a range of messages to respondents that introduce the different elements  

of the Help Scheme, and understanding those that are most appealing, engaging and 
motivating 



Method & Sample

Methodology:

• 2 x Helping Hand Groups 
• 2 x Potential Helping Hand groups
• 4 x Eligible Groups 
• 12 x Vulnerable Eligible pairs/depths

• Males & Females
• Over 75’s and Disability
• General Public & People in the community
• Age: 25 – 75+
• B C1 C2 D E

• Research in London & Manchester

Stakeholder Sessions -
• Preston, Liverpool, Chorley, Huyton



Context



Over 75’s and Disabled

While Switchover is often beyond this audience, most of our sample had help sorted. 
It’s the minority who don’t have help in place who are the most frightened…

Across the two eligible audiences there are many shared similarities

Switchover, 
without help is 
often beyond 

them...

...because they 
have already 

found their help!

...but most 
think they’re 
sorted already

It’s no big deal...I just need to get one of those 
boxes and my grandson will plug it all in...



Help Scheme Stories - Manchester

There is a general sense that help is out there, but not that there is a Help Scheme, even 
amongst those who have used it…

There were common stories from respondents in Manchester about the Help Scheme

I got a letter through the door, but 
I just ignored it...it went into my 

filing system – the bin...

I rang the number but I just 
couldn’t get through...

My son got someone out to the 
house for me to sort if out...they 
put in a box and tuned it in for 

me...but I don’t know if it was the 
help scheme...

I know if you’re over 75 you can 
get help? But that’s about it...

I had no clue I could get it because 
I was deaf...

I just though it was something I 
could sort out for myself...

I rang them just to let them know I 
didn’t need help, but I couldnt get 

through...

I called this number and this nice man 
came and fitted my box, but I haven’t 

used the help scheme



On the street communication

For those on the ground, their work is about simplifying the information already out there 
to one key message, and encouraging eligible people to call the number…

For £40, you get a man!

• Simplified the issue
• Removed the detail, focussed on the basics
• Eligibility, and what you get! 

Street Team

• Don’t worry! It’s ok...there is help
• There is a free phone number you can call

You don’t have to worry...they’ll fit it 
for you and make sure it works

EAGA
• Simplifying the letter to it’s bare components
• If you get a letter from the BBC, call us!

You have to use that letter as a vehicle for 
eligibility, and then just get them to call us...



Help Scheme Stories - London

Some have heard that there will be something in place; there is an expectation that the 
government should provide support for those who need it most…

Although there was obviously no awareness of the Help Scheme in London, there was 
an awareness of Switchover, and this prompted spontaneous expectations for a 
scheme...

I’m sure I’ve heard about some 
sort of Help Scheme through the 
grapevine, but we’ve got special 
needs...they can’t do this sort of 
thing last minute...(disability)

I’m not asking for this...there 
should be some sort of help for 

me...(over 75)

They should be sorting this out for 
us pensioners...

I know it’s coming...we were at a 
conference, and our colleagues in 
Manchester were telling us about 
the scheme...they need to let us 

know sooner rather than 
later...(Career)



Implications so far

Personal Help Schemes
• Many already have their own personal support network that they can rely on for 

help

Identity Issues
• In Manchester where the Help Scheme is in operation, it doesn’t have a strong 

identity or awareness

Clarity of Information
• The target audience’s ability to understand even the most basic message about 

Switchover and the Help Scheme is very limited

Respondent Spontaneous Message Hierarchy 
• People want simple messages and reassurance:

1. If you’re over 75, have a disability, or have received a letter...
2. Help is at hand
3. Call this free number
4. You get a man...a real person comes to you
5. You’re entitled to it...we want you to get in contact



The Messages

Introduction



Introduction to the Messages

5 Areas

• There were 5 message areas to explore within the research

• Overall Messages about the Help Scheme
• Benefits of the Help Scheme
• Cost
• Eligibility Criteria
• Call to Action

• We also looked at current communications to provide additional guidance 
around key messages

• TV
• Radio
• The letter



The Messages

Overall Messages About the Help Scheme



Message Overview

The range of messages tested that introduced the overall idea about the Help Scheme...

The Help Scheme provides practical help to switch to digital TV...

The Help Scheme will install Digital TV equipment – possibly a new aerial -

explain how it all works and provide aftercare support

The Help Scheme offer includes easy-to-use equipment.  We'll install it too, if you 

wish, check your aerial and replace it if needed, where we can, explain how 

digital TV works and give you 12 months' aftercare

The Help Scheme will provide everything you need to switch your TV to digital

The Help Scheme takes the worry out of switchover



Guidelines

There cannot be any room for ambiguity…certainty is key

There are a number of positive words, as well as dangerous ones, when introducing the 
Help Scheme that need to be considered....

‘Digital TV’
Often suggests they need a 

new TV

‘Technical’
Most don’t understand 

switchover – this scares them

‘Aerial’
Raises huge worries about cost 

and work involved

‘Will install / provide...’
There is no room for 

interpretation

‘Aftercare’
More than just a box and 

installation

‘Everything’
Covers all eventualities, and 

all situations

‘Practical’
Clear some, not for 

others

‘Worry’
Emotionally 

resonant rather 
than instantly 

reassuring



How to say it

‘Everything you need’ promises ease and complete reassurance – as a 
headline, it grabs their attention and motivates respondents to find out 

more...

The Help Scheme will provide 

everything you need to switch 

your TV to digital.

The Help Scheme will install easy-

to-use equipment...and provide 

aftercare support

Respondents wanted reassurance from the outset, and an understanding of what they 
were going to get...

Reassuring statement of intent

Not quite as clear a statement of intent 
but a reassuring sense of action and 

explanation of what you get 
(without too much detail) 



Provide everything

A clear statement of intent – the Help Scheme will do everything for you. 
Strong sentiment of reassurance

The Help Scheme will provide 

everything you need to switch your 

TV to digital.

• Simple and straight forward
• Promises ‘everything’ you need – assume 

this covers equipment, aerials installation 
and help / support

• Sounds easy and hassle free – respondent 
doesn’t have to do anything

• Switch ‘your’ TV – no need to invest in new 
expensive ‘digital’ TVs – their own 
equipment is still valid

That’s what I want to hear –
they’ll do the lot, I just have to 

sit back and watch!
• What’s the catch, and what will it cost me!
• Strong statement of intent, but does need 

the added detail (cost, what ‘everything’ 
entails...)

It says it all really…but will they 
supply all the gear for nothing? I 

doubt it



12 months aftercare

Language lacks clarity and assurance in its tone of voice, and contains too 
many ‘conditionals’ that worry respondents

The Help Scheme offer includes 

easy-to-use equipment.  We'll install 

it too, if you wish, check your aerial 

and replace it if needed, where we 

can, explain how digital TV works 

and give you 12 months' aftercare.

• Easy-to-use equipment appreciated across 
eligible audiences, disability audiences in 
particular 

• Promise of installation and aerial replace 
is a real positive

• ‘If you wish’ felt to be unnecessary, and 
suggests there might be an additional cost 
for this service 

• ‘Easy to use’ is nice to know rather than 
essential primary information

• ‘Where we can’ – many respondents worry 
about aerials and feel this sounds like an 
easy way to ‘cop out’ out of an expense

• 12 months – sounds like a ‘technical 
guarantee’, as opposed to personal 
‘support’

• Too much detail, and confusing language

This just sounds like they’re 
trying to wriggle out of their 

promises, or that it’s all going to 
be extra hidden charges…



The hierarchy

The role of help scheme communication must be to provide emphatic 
reassurance that the help scheme wants to the look after those who are 

eligible

In terms of hierarchy, respondents need the eligibility criteria first, before any 
statements of intent or descriptions of what you do. Who it’s for is more important 
than what you do...

Switchover is coming

There is a help scheme for 
x, y, z....

The help scheme will make 
sure you have everything you 

need for switchover

We want you to get in touch

Anything that reaffirms the fear or confuses with detail, will inhibit the 
clarity of that communication



The Messages

Benefits to motivate



Message Overview

The range of messages tested that introduced the benefits of the Help Scheme...

Installers are security checked 

We can convert any one of your TV sets 

to digital

The Help Scheme is run by the BBC

12-months aftercare support is part of 

the package

The equipment is easy-to-use

Get the help you're entitled to



Message Overview

The range of messages tested that introduced the benefits of the Help Scheme....

After it’s fitted, we’ll still be on hand to help 

with any technical concerns

We can arrange an appointment time when it 

best suits you

Our most frequently supplied equipment is a 

Freeview box.  However if you have problems 

with your aerial we will install Freesat, digital 

TV by satellite

We'll check your aerial and replace it if 

needed, where we can

The Help Scheme is flexible to meet the 

needs of customers

The Help Scheme will explain everything and 

take you through the process from beginning 

to end

You can choose the option that you prefer 

and the Help Scheme will make sure that 

you are happy with how it works

Other digital boxes might be cheaper but 

will not include installation and aftercare



Guidelines

The benefits are often about reassurance...

The words that suggest reassurance and trust are the ones that win out...

‘Technical...’
Confusing and scary

‘Your TV’
Implies no expensive 
equipment required

‘BBC’
The BBC instils trust and 
confidence in the scheme

‘Satellite’
Implies additional cost and 

charges

‘Aerial’
Creates worry about 

additional costs

‘Support’
It’s not just one visit, 
but as many as they 

need
‘Security Checked’

Relevant for all vulnerable 
audiences

‘Easy to use’
Important for this audience

‘Arrange a time’
Makes it easy for them



How to say it

Establishing that the help comes from a ‘trusted’ source, and then building 
on that creates reassurance

The Help Scheme is run by 

the BBC

12-months support

Respondents wanted reassurance from the outset, and an understanding of what they 
are going to get...

BBC equals instant trust

Support is exactly what they want to 
hear – but needs to convey continued 

support, not just a one-off visit

Installers are security checked Important for vulnerable audiences



BBC

A message that instantly imbues the scheme with trust, reassurance and a 
sense that is an ‘official’ organisation that will do it right… 

The Help Scheme is run by the BBC

• Instant trust in ‘BBC’ brand
• Instant reassurance
• Removes some worry about the actual 

person installing equipment etc (i.e. 
not just ‘anybody with a van and a 
toolbox…’)

• Longevity of BBC means you know 
support will really be for 12 months

• Logo alone communicates 
‘impartiality’ and ‘trust’ for most

• Some see a double standard around 
cost (i.e. licence fee, and £40)

• Some cynicism towards the BBC, but 
marginal 

Straight away, you know it’s not a 
con job…

They’ve been around for so long, 
you know you can trust them…

You see the logo and you think it 
must be official…it might make 

you notice it a bit more…

I already pay my licence fee, and 
now they want another £40? 

Typical…

• Nice to know, not necessarily 
important for some



Convert your TV

Generally  misunderstood, when explained it feels good in theory, but 
pointless in practice

We can convert any one of your TV 

sets to digital

• Clearly communicates that there is no need 
for a new TV, i.e. ‘your’ TV, however old it 
may be

• ‘Convert’ frightens some, especially over 
75’s - think that it is a lengthy and costly 
process

• Doesn’t convey simplicity of conversion 
process, i.e. usually a set top box plugged 
into the back of the TV

• Confusion around what happens if you have 
more than ‘one’ TV

• Very few people understand that this 
means more their main set

• When explained, it sounds amazing
• But then everyone who already has 

switched has help in place 
• So why would they pay £40 when they can 

get help for free

I doubt it; you should see how old 
it is!…

Just the one? I’ve got 2 portable TVs 
so will I have to pay £80?

That’s a good one as it tells you you 
don’t need a new TV, they can sort 

‘your’ TV out…



Security checked

A message that everyone wants to hear and provides instant reassurance 
in the scheme…

Installers are security checked • An imperative for all audiences
• 75’s and over, and people with 

disabilities all feel vulnerable to some 
degree - this is very clear and 
appreciated

• Provides more reassurance and trust 
in accessing the Help Scheme

Absolutely…that’s exactly what 
we want to hear…

It’s a must really…you want to feel 
comfortable that you can trust whoever 

you’re letting into your house…

It gives you more trust in the scheme 
overall…if they’re willing to make sure 

this happens, they must be pretty 
reputable…



Easy-to-use

Not as important in the hierarchy of information, but an interesting and 
appealing sub point around the type of equipment to expect...

The equipment is easy-to-use
• Simple, reassuring message
• Particularly relevant for eligible 

disability groups (registered blind), and 
over 75’s

• Suggests specially tailored equipment 
to meet their needs

• Simplicity in message is appreciated, 
but some want more details 

Because I’m blind, these (sky+) 
remotes are a nightmare…I 

presume this would come with a 
simplified remote control?

I like this…I know you can buy cheap digital boxes 
from asda, but they’re never as good, and they’re 
usually more confusing to use (eligible disability)

If it just had ‘on & off’, ‘re-tune’ and the numbers, 
that’s all I need!



The hierarchy

Respondents differentiate between those messages that are part of primary 
communication and those can be left to later

It’s run by 
the BBC

And all installers are security checked

And we can arrange a time 
that suits you and your friend 

/ relative / career

The equipment is easy to use

Not all this reassurance can be built in ATL and BTL communications. Most 
information and detail can be reserved for two way conversations

Aftercare support

Can convert any one of your 
TVs

?
It’s not about the specific elements – it’s 
about who is eligible and getting in touch

Face 
to 

Face



The Messages

Cost



Talking about Cost

There’s no easy way

• There are no easy ways to talk about cost in the context of the Help 
Scheme

• For some respondents, it is vital that the Scheme maintains its integrity 
by being up-front and honest about the £40 cost. 

• For many respondents, especially the most vulnerable, the cost is an 
instant turn-off!

• The balance becomes one of integrity vs. reach

Ultimately, there is no right answer

• Conversations around cost will always be difficult, however...

• There are guidelines around how you tell people about cost, as well as 
when you tell them about it...



Message Overview

The range of messages tested that introduced cost...

The cost is all inclusive…

You can choose from a range of options. The standard offer is £40, for some 

people it's free

For more information and any costs involved, visit helpscheme.co.uk or call...

The cost is substantially subsidised for some and free for others



Guidelines

When you raise cost in the communication is as important
as how you raise it

Guidelines around talking about cost…

‘Choosing options’
Frightening – how can I 

choose when I don’t 
understand

‘All inclusive’
No hidden costs...they 
know what to expect

‘£40’
It’s ok to be straight about 
the cost – as long as they 
know it covers everything

‘Websites’
Fine for wider helping hands 
audiences, but not for many 

of our eligible groups

‘Standard offer’
Breeds uncertainty

what am I going to end up 
paying

‘Any costs’
Lacks real honesty...

But has some integrity -
there are costs



How to say it

Respondents tended to want to know exactly what it would cost, but also 
reassurance that this is the only, and most maximum cost...

The cost is all inclusive

For more information on any (the 

£40... ) cost involved..

Respondents wanted reassurance and an understanding of what they were going to 
get...

Even if they have to pay £40, knowing 
it’s all inclusive is a relief

Clarity that they may expect a cost, but 
it won’t be that much, and it covers 

everything 



All inclusive

A commercial message with clarity that promises the full service for one, 
all inclusive cost. Reassuring for the price conscious… as long as you 

understand what you are getting

The cost is all inclusive…
• No hidden charges
• Getting everything for just one cost
• Related to the full service list (installation, 

12 month support etc), drives sense of 
‘value of money’

• The language of commerce rather than the 
language of help

• ‘What cost’…needs to be up front about 
what the actual cost is

• Doesn’t make sense without a full 
explanation of what you are getting 

• ‘The £40 cost is all inclusive’
• How long will this cover you for?

Does what it says on the tin 
really! No hidden costs or extras…

What happens after the 12 
months? Do you have to pay 

another £40? How inclusive is it!



The hierarchy

• Cost is too off-putting (and confusing) for ATL communications, and should be left 
for secondary communications...
• BUT, when you have to talk about cost, there has to be honesty, simplicity and 

reassurance....

There may be costs 
involved...

The most you would pay for 
help is £40...

This covers everything...

Respondents want to know exactly where they stand when it comes to 
cost – the worst case scenario is £40, but it won’t cost them a penny to 

call and find out more



The Messages

Eligibility



Message Overview

The range of messages tested that introduced eligibility for the Help Scheme...

The Help Scheme helps older and disabled people

If you're 75 or over, or an eligible person who is disabled, the Switchover Help 

Scheme can help

The Help Scheme helps everyone who:

• Is 75 or over

• Lives in a care home

• Is an eligible disabled person



Guidelines

You need to be quite specific about who the scheme is there to help...

Clarity and simplicity with the eligibility criteria is key...

‘Older / disabled’
Very vague, and may 

encourage the wrong people 
to call 

‘Help’
The help scheme will 

help...



How to say it

If you're 75 or over, or an 

eligible person who is 

disabled, the Switchover Help 

Scheme can help

Lays out the eligibility criteria clearly, but requires tweaks...

Sets out age parameters, and points to an 
eligibility criteria...

Keep it simple. The criteria is the start point for communication.
Clarity and simplicity are king.

...however, this leads to confusion 
around whether it is really for them. 

Language could be simplified



75 or over, or an eligible person…

The message is a clear statement of eligibility, but simpler would be 
better. 

If you're 75 or over, or an eligible 

person who is disabled, the 

Switchover Help Scheme can help

• Greater clarity around who this 
scheme is really for

• Clear boundaries established
• Clarity for ‘Eligible person who is 

disabled…’ creates a sense that 
individuals must registered / 
receiving allowance of disability

• ‘An eligible person who is disabled’ 
can feel awkward for some 

• Doesn’t have any ‘helping hand’ 
cues which could lead to those 
groups ignoring it

• In London with no awareness of Help 
Scheme, sense that £40 is a lot for 
someone over 75

It’s very clear…you know exactly 
who this is talking to…

I’m not sure I’d think of my mother if I saw 
this…I’d just think, it’s not for me…it needs 

to say ‘do you know someone..’

Disabled, or person who is disabled…it’s 
all the same to me…I think we’ve gone 

beyond caring!



Summary 

Keep it simple. The criteria are the start point for communication. Ideally, 
talking about the nuances of eligibility is not for the letter, or for ATL comms

Eligibility criteria define the help scheme

The help scheme is for 75’s and over and  
people who are disabled



The Messages

Call to action



Message Overview

The range of call-to-action messages tested...

Give a helping hand

Get the help you're entitled to

Tell someone about the Help Scheme

Do you need a helping hand



How to say it

A simple and clear call to action...

Get the help you're entitled to

Tell someone about the Help Scheme

The call to action is all about empowering the more vulnerable audience, and giving 
the helping hand’s a gentle shove!

Encourages action

Motivating sentiment for helping hands 



Entitled to...

Although entitlement is a motivating sentiment, it conflicts with the fact 
that they may have to pay for such an entitlement 

Get the help you're entitled to

• Popular for some respondents, who like 
the tone of ‘entitlement’

• Motivating tone to the message

• ‘Entitlement’ suggests that it should 
be free

• For other respondents ‘entitlement’ 
can sound a bit pushy and demanding

I do feel I’m entitled to it…I’m on a 
pension and I paid taxes all my life!

It is the sort of the thing you think, well 
if I’m entitled to it, I’ll take it!

You’re entitled to it, but you have to pay 
for it…doesn’t make sense to me to be 

honest



Helping hand

Encouraging sentiment and implication of ‘helping hand’ needs to be 
applicable across all groups ... 

Give a helping hand

Do you need a helping hand

• ‘Helping hand’ as a concept is an 
attractive sentiment across the groups

• ‘Give...’ interesting call to action for 
Helping Hand groups... 

• ...but Helping Hand grounds ask, ‘why 
then have a help scheme?’

• ‘Give...’ confusing for eligible groups
• ‘Do you need...’ confusing for helping 

hand groups!I like the idea of this helping hand. That’s 
exactly what I feel I need when it comes 

to anything technological…(over 75s)

I think it needs to be more about telling us to sort someone 
out…getting them to call up this help scheme…because a lot 

of elderly people wouldn’t even read this stuff…



Tell someone...

A message that should focus on getting in touch is key to raise awareness 
of the Help Scheme...rather than the details of the help scheme

Tell someone about the Help Scheme
• Direct call to action for Helping Hand 

groups 
• Direct call to action to vulnerable 

groups to inform others

It sounds basic, but it’s the sort of thing 
you might not actually think of doing….

Absolutely…you might be fine yourself, but there’s 
no reason why you shouldn’t check your friends to 

make sure they’re ok…

• People don’t need to know about the 
scheme. They need to know about the 
know about the importance of getting 
in touch. 

• Tell someone implies knowledge and 
helping hands don’t have that 
knowledge beyond eligibility



Review of Current Communications



TV

The TV ads distil the key information into a short space of time, and 
respondents were able to understand it easily…

A very direct and simple way to communicate the basics of the Help Scheme 
message...

• Light hearted, with simple messaging
• Very clear visual around what actually happens –

man fitting box
• Clear branding throughout
• Less awareness, impact and connection with the 

characters and the story

• Light hearted
• Not clear that the other person is the eligible 

person’s support
• Too much focus on story, not enough about the 

actual help they receive
• Most unaware that 0800 is free phone



Radio

Radio ads targeted the helping hand groups using very specific language 
aimed directly at them…focus on eligibility and contact help

Clear and appreciated call to action to motivate helping hand respondents...

It tells you that you 
can call on their 

behalf...

I helped her fill out 
the forms...

Needed a hand 
applying...

If you know an 
eligible person...

She qualified, but 
had no idea...

Make sure they get a 
help scheme 

leaflet...

Everyone knows 
someone like 

this...

It gives you that 
shove to help them 

out...

They need and deserve the 
help...it makes you want to help 

them yourself...



The Letter

The letter currently feels overloaded with information and costs, especially 
given the audience being targeted…

Although the letter should be informative and has generated tremendous response, for 
our eligible audiences, many feel overwhelmed by the amount of information and 
detail

• From the BBC
• Has a phone number to contact....
• ...but phone number is lost in all the text
• Looks like a circular to many
• Can be too much to read, especially for lower SEGs
• Language like ‘offer’ sounds like a sales 

document....coupled with a credit card payment 
section turns many off

• Tone feels more ‘worry’ than ‘reassurance’
• ‘Options’ frighten many
• Suggests almost limitless costs – new TVs, Sky + etc

I just wouldn’t read it; 
there’s too much in it... 

Why do they want my credit 
card details? 



Summary of Best Phrases



The Best Phrases

Information for Communications!
ATL and BTL need to be kept succinct and to the point...

Best Phrases for Announcing the Help Scheme

• The Help Scheme will provide everything you need to switch your TV to digital.

• The Help Scheme will install Digital TV equipment and provide aftercare support

Best Phrases for Eligibility

• If you're 75 or over, or disabled, the Switchover Help Scheme can help

Best Phrases for Action

• Get the help you're entitled to

• For more information, call...

Information for Conversations!
Once you have them on the phone, then you can give them the details...

Best Phrases for Detail

• The Help Scheme is run by the BBC

• Installers are security checked

• The equipment is easy to use



Fundamental Values of communicating Help Scheme

Respondents wanted to know simply what was happening, and that it would 
be ok! 

The key to communicating the Help Scheme is to ensure simplicity in the language, 
and the information provided

Anything that can be misinterpreted, misunderstood, or that is 
complex or threatening should be left to a conversation

ATL and BTL communications are not for conversations, they must 
raise awareness, and reassure

Simplicity

Clarity

Reassurance

Certainty

Integrity

Honesty



The Key Message Hierarchy 

The key messages hierarchy for communicating the Help Scheme

Switchover is happening!

If you’re over 75, or an eligible person who is disabled, the 
Switchover Help Scheme can help, by...

Providing everything you need to switch to digital 

Call this free-phone number to find out more....

12 month aftercare 
support

Installers are security 
checked

The £40 cost is all 
inclusive

The equipment is easy 
to use

The Help Scheme is run by the BBC

Installers are security 
checked

Further Conversation

Communicating to everyone



Optimisation

If you are 75 and over or disabled

The help scheme is here to look after you

We will make sure you have everything you need for Switchover

We want to hear from 

Please get in touch

Even if you’re ok…

A tone of reassurance
We are here to look after you – please get in touch. That’s it! 

Everything else can wait till they have made contact.



Communication of the Switchover Help Scheme
Quantitative Research Findings

Summary of Findings Presented December 2009



Switchover Helpscheme Research (2cv & Rosenblatt)

Stage 2 – Quantitative Approach

58

Objectives
• Overall, to validate qualitative findings amongst a broader 

audience, and explore robust patterns in response to 
messages

Method & Sample
• UK Nationally representative sample (aged 18+)

1. All Adults – ‘Helping Hands’ (n=1,034, conducted online)
2. Boost of Help Scheme Eligible Adults (n=409, conducted 

face-to-face) 
• Fieldwork 23rd November to 3rd December 2009

Can explore data 
amongst many 
subgroups, for example 
age, gender, eligibility 
criteria, those aware of 
the Help Scheme vs not



Switchover Helpscheme Research (2cv & Rosenblatt)
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Digital Context & 
Attitudes to 
Switchover



Switchover Helpscheme Research (2cv & Rosenblatt)

Digital Context

60

• Confidence with technology is low amongst the eligible audience

• amongst eligible 26% score themselves 8/10 (vs 58% amongst all adults)

• This is lower amongst: - 75+ and Females

• Eligible group are less likely to have digital TV already 

• 19% are analogue only (compared to c.10% of total population)

• Those who remain analogue only just don’t see the benefit of digital TV – they are 

happy with the 5 main channels

• Eligible group are more concerned about what the switchover means for them –

suggests that a focus on reassurance is key

• 43% of eligible group don’t know what they need to do for switchover

• 21% are worried about what switchover means for them
é75+, female
é Analogue only
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Compared to all adults, the eligible group are less likely to have 
digital TV already.  

Source: SQ7b/c Which of the following types of TV do you receive in your Household?  Main sets/ Any other sets combined.
Base All  Adults (1034), All eligible (409)

Current Digital TV ownership ...

10% 19%

90% 81%

All Adults HS Eligible

Analogue TV  only

Digital

Those analogue only more 
likely to be: 

> 75 years

Women

Yet to Switch 

One TV only

Not confident with 
technology

Not aware of Switchover or 
Help Scheme

Eligible for free help
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Source: QB4 Here are some things that other people have said about the digital TV switchover.  Using a scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree please 
indicate how much  you agree with each statement?
Base Regions not yet switched – Adults (817), All HS Eligible (311)

The eligible group are significantly more concerned about what 
switchover means for them

Attitudes to switchover ... Amongst those regions not yet switched

6%

24%

6%

5%

18%

44%

6%

21%

All Adults

HS Eligible

All Adults 

HS Eligible

Agree strongly Agree slightly

I don’t know what I need 
to do for switchover 

I’m worried about the 
switchover and what it 
means for me

ê Aware of the Help Scheme 
(awareness of HS reduces 
worry significantly)

é75+, female
é Analogue only

êAware of Help Scheme
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Implications and relationship with qual

§ The quant data suggests that there is still confusion around the term ‘Digital TV’
• Switching to Digital TV can still be interpreted as ‘about the TV’ rather than Digital signal
• Reaffirms importance of ‘switching your TV to digital’ suggested in the qual

§ There is a far greater proportion who ‘don’t know what to do’ rather than being worried
• 21% of HS eligible audiences being worried is a significant proportion
• But equally, the proportion of those who simply don’t know what to do is much greater
• And those who are aware of the help scheme worry much less
• Suggests once again, that a focus on reassurance is the key 
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Switchover & Help Scheme Context

65

• Very high awareness of the digital switchover across all audiences

• Approx. 9 out of 10 aware 

• Around half are aware of the Help Scheme itself

• 43% eligible, 58% all adults

• Those eligible unaware are:

• Female, older (75+), analogue only, not in a switched region

• But low understanding of the Scheme:

• Not sure who it’s for

• Only 1/5 of the eligible group understand (admit?) the Help Scheme is for them

• When asked directly, claimed understanding is low (under 1/3)

ê 7% of analogue viewers 
ê 18% of those switching in 2010/11
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20%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%
Older people

People with 
disabilities

Blind or partially 
sighted

People who get a 
free TV license

Everyone who 
needs it

People living in care 
homes

Those on income 
related benefits

Don t know

I am eligible

All Adults

All Eligible

There is a lack of understanding about who is eligible - only 1/5 of the 
eligible group understand that there is help available to them

Source: QC2 – Who do you think is eligible for the HS? Base All – Adults (1034), All HS Eligible (409)

Those considered eligible for the Help Scheme

More aware of 
eligibility:

éAware of HS – 28%

é Already switched – 25%

Less aware of 
eligibility:

ê Switch in 2010/11 – 13%

ê Analogue only – 17%

Amongst Eligible Group ...
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Amongst the eligible audience impressions of the Help Scheme are 
helpful and reassuring, though room to emphasise the practical benefits 

Source: QD6 Which of the following words or phrases would you use to describe your impression of the switchover Help Scheme?
Base All – Adults (1034), All HS Eligible (409)

Help Scheme Impressions ...

57%

40%25%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%
Helpful

Practical

Straightforward

Reassuring

Approachable

honest

Trustworthy

Not for people like me

Expensive

For people like me

Confusing

Difficult to access

All Adults

All Eligible

who says ‘for people 
like me’?:

é Analogue only – 38%

é Qualify for Free Help – 33%

Amongst Eligible Group ...
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Implications and relationship with qual

§ There is clearly a need to improve:
• Who it’s for
• And what it does

§ The quant reinforces the importance of action (practical help) and keeping it simple 
(straightforward) 

§ The qual suggests that awareness, eligibility and a general overview of what the help 
scheme does is critical rather than a focus on detail in communications

§ The quant highlights that help and reassurance underpin the communications
• The quant reinforces that people want to know that there is ‘practical help’ 
• This is not just a phone number
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Help Scheme Benefits 
& Messaging
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Communication of Help Scheme

70

• Consistent response to messaging preferences 

• Few differences across All adults and HS eligible groups suggests similar messaging 

is suitable

• Key benefits are all appealing

• Practical considerations dominate (installation, and security reassurance)

• BBC involvement least appealing – this is reassuring for some, but not a reason to 

respond

• Message preference is clearly driven by the need for most information

• Installation security, easy to use equipment and aftercare are the most preferred 

information requirements 
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5%

10%

6%

8%

4%

5%

3%

9%

1%

4%

3%

9%

1%

2%

1%

35%
34%

32%
30%

25%
23%
23%
22%
22%
21%
20%

17%
16%

14%
7%

Most appealing

Any top 5

When choosing a preference, amongst those eligible ... practical 
considerations like aftercare and installation are top in hierarchy

Important for some 
(1st choice), but still 

largely has little 
impact overall

Source: QD1b – Please rank these features, starting with the one that is most appealing?
Base  All Eligible (409)

12-month aftercare support is part of the package

The help Scheme includes installation by an approved installer

The equipment is easy to use

Installers are security checked

Our aftercare includes help with re-tuning equipment at switchover and when required 
The Help Scheme will explain everything and take you through the process from 

beginning to end 
Home delivery of equipment is included

We can Convert any one of your TV sets to digital

After it's fitted there will be someone to call for help while you get used to things

We'll check your aerial and replace it if needed, where we can
You can choose the option you prefer and the Help Scheme will make sure that your are 

happy with how it works
The Help Scheme is run by the BBC

We can arrange an appointment time when it best suits you and anyone else you want 
there

The service is designed to meet your needs
Other digital boxes might be cheaper but may not be as easy to use or include installation 

and aftercare

Help Scheme Benefits – preference ratings - Eligible
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Comparing eligibles and non, the same top mentions.
Suggests similar messaging may be suitable across both groups.

12-month aftercare support is part of the package

The help Scheme includes installation by an approved installer

The equipment is easy to use

Installers are security checked
Our aftercare includes help with re-tuning equipment at switchover and 

when required 
Home delivery of equipment is included

The Help Scheme will explain everything and take you through the 
process from beginning to end 

After it's fitted there will be someone to call for help while you get used to 
things

We can convert any one of your TV sets to digital

We'll check your aerial and replace it if needed, where we can
You can choose the option you prefer and the Help Scheme will make 

sure that your are happy with how it works
The Help Scheme is run by the BBC

We can arrange an appointment time when it best suits you and anyone 
else you want there

Eligible
35%

34%

32%

30%

25%

23%

23%

22%

22%

21%

20%

46%

44%

40%

38%

35%

30%

34%

38%

35%

34%

17%
16%

10%
19%

29%

Non

72

Help Scheme Benefits – preference ratings (any top 5) 
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Focusing on the eligible group - while the hierarchy remains the 
same, analogue consumers need more reassurance

Source: QD1b – Please rank these features, starting with the one that is most appealing? (Any top 5 feature)
Base  Eligible (409), Analogue (80) Digital (329) 

The Help Scheme includes installation by an approved installer

12-month aftercare support is part of the package

The equipment is easy to use

Installers are security checked

Home delivery of equipment is included

We can convert any one of your TV sets to digital

After it's fitted there will be someone to call for help while you get used 
to things

The Help Scheme is run by the BBC

Our aftercare includes help with re-tuning equipment at switchover and 
when required

The Help Scheme will explain everything and take you through the 
process from beginning  to end

You can choose the option that you prefer and the Help Scheme will 
make sure that you are happy with how it works

46%

45%

45%

36%

33%

32%

31%

30%

27%

27%

31%

32%

29%

29%

21%

22%

21%

27%

27%

13%

17%
23%

Analogue onlyDigital
Help Scheme Benefits – preference ratings - Eligible (any top 5)
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Again, similar hierarchy of response, but with those eligible 
through disability looking for more reassurance

Source: QD1b – Please rank these features, starting with the one that is most appealing? (Any top 5 feature)
Base  Eligible (409), Over 75 (269), Any disability benefit (217)

The Help Scheme includes installation by an approved installer

12-month aftercare support is part of the package

Installers are security checked

The equipment is easy to use
Our aftercare includes help with re-tuning equipment at switchover and when 

required
The Help Scheme will explain everything and take you through the process from 

beginning  to end
We can convert any one of your TV sets to digital

Home delivery of equipment is included

We'll check your aerial and replace it if needed, where we can

After it's fitted there will be someone to call for help while you get used to things

You can choose the option that you prefer and the Help Scheme will make sure 
that you are happy with how it works

We can arrange an appointment time when it best suits you and anyone else 
you want there

The service is designed to meet your needs 

Over 75s

30%

29%

28%

31%

39%

36%

35%

23%

18%

22%

20%

16%

10%

22%

23%

25%

14%

40%

17%

23%

24%

26%

28%

18%

28%

24%

In receipt of 
Disability 
Benefit

Help Scheme Benefits – preference ratings - Eligible
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Those eligibles furthest away from switching have stronger 
response/ needs

Source: QD1b – Please rank these features, starting with the one that is most appealing? (Any top 5 feature)
Base  Eligible (409), Already Switched (93), Switch 2010 / 2011 (149) Switch 2011/2012 (162)

The Help Scheme includes installation by an approved installer

12-month aftercare support is part of the package

The equipment is easy to use

Installers are security checked
Our aftercare includes help with re-tuning equipment at switchover 

and when required
The Help Scheme will explain everything and take you through 

the process from beginning  to end
After it's fitted there will be someone to call for help while you get 

used to things
We can convert any one of your TV sets to digital

You can choose the option that you prefer and the Help Scheme 
will make sure that you are happy with how it works

Home delivery of equipment is included

We'll check your aerial and replace it if needed, where we can
We can arrange an appointment time when it best suits you and 

anyone else you want there
The Help Scheme is run by the BBC

Already 
Switched

Switch 2010/ 
2011

28%

28%

21%

22%

20%

17%

10%

14%

38%

36%

33%

32%

26%

25%18%

21%

23%

28%

18%

36%

13%

20%

24%

25%

27%

19%

Switch 2011/ 
2012

Help Scheme Benefits – preference ratings - Eligible
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31%

20%

16%

12%

10%

9%

51%

37%

36%

20%

29%

18% Most important
 2nd

Amongst those eligible ... message preference reinforces the desire for 
information

Source: QD2– Which descriptions are most likely to make you want to find out more? 
Base  All Eligible (409)

éWhile not a top response, 
this is significantly higher 

than the non-eligible group

The Help Scheme offer includes easy to use equipment.  We'll install it 
too, if you wish, check your aerial and replace it if needed, where we 
can, explain how digital TV works and give you 12 months aftercare

The Help scheme will install digital TV equipment - possibly a new 
aerial, - explain how it all works, and provide aftercare support

The Help Scheme will provide everything you need to switch your TV 
to digital

The Help Scheme provides practical help to switch to digital TV

The Help Scheme takes the worry out of switchover

The Help Scheme will send an installer to your home to sort everything 
out for you

Help Scheme Messaging – preference ratings - Eligible Consistent across 
all subgroups
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‘Get the help you are entitled to’ is most effective in driving response 
for eligible, closely followed by ‘we will explain everything to you’

40%

32%

17%

11%

Please get in touch ... to get the help you are entitled 
to

Please get in touch ... and we will explain everything 
to you

Please get in touch ... for more information

Please get in touch ... even if you are ok HS Eligible

Source: QD4 If the Help Scheme wants to hear from you, which one of these would you find most effective?
Base All  Adults(1034), All HS Eligible (409)

Consistent across all 
subgroups

Most effective message to drive response... (Eligible)
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‘Give a helping hand’ and ‘we will look after them’ resonate most with 
non eligible adults.

27%

26%

20%

17%

10%

Give a helping hand tell someone about the Help Scheme

Tell someone about the Help Scheme and we will look 
after them

Tell someone about the Help Scheme you might be the 
only one who will

Tell someone about the Help Scheme and make sure that 
they don't lose their telly

Tell someone about the Help Scheme to make sure they 
are ok All non eligible

Source: QD5 If the Help Scheme wants you to tell someone you know who may be eligible about the Help Scheme, which one of these do you think would be 
most effective?   
Base All  Non  Eligible (894)

Mostly consistent across all 
subgroups

é Those involved in 
local business/ services

Most effective message to drive response... (Non-Eligible)
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Implications and relationship with the qual

§ Installation, ease of use and aftercare are critical components of the communication
• Reinforces the importance of communicating practical help and reassurance
• And simple statements that are easy to understand
• However, all the benefits are appealing – they are all good

§ The less practical or clear seem to be less relevant
• Explaining everything, home delivery, flexibility, converting TVs, aerials, options, BBC, 

appointments
§ ‘We can convert any one of your TV sets to digital’ seems to be particularly appealing 

feature for some, although less preferred overall
• This may be because it is interpreted as actually changing TVs amongst the less 

informed
• Equally it may be ‘new news’

§ The response to the BBC suggests that for a small number of respondents this is very 
reassuring and for everyone else it is largely irrelevant
• Particularly for the non eligibles
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Implications and relationship with the qual

§ In terms of overall phrases for describing the help scheme, those with a greater degree of 
detail are preferred
• This is slightly different to the qual, where respondents tended towards more reassuring 

than that detail orientated phrases
• However, the qual also reaffirmed the importance of communicating ‘what the help 

scheme does’ and respondent’s reservations about the detailed phrases focused on a  
desire for simple and impactful communications, rather than a rejection of detail per se

§ Of those less detailed phrases, providing everything stands out
• Taking the worry out of Switchover is also liked
• The findings from the qual reinforce that these were the preferred phrases amongst 

eligible audiences in particular, with ‘providing everything’ having a stronger tone of 
reassurance

§ Entitlement seems to be a strong driver of response 
• This reflects the qual findings in Liverpool
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Likely response to 
Help Scheme &

Communicating Cost
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Communicating Cost

82

• Claimed likely response to the Help Scheme indicates that a minority (less than 

15%) of the eligible group would be very likely to get in touch themselves

• Perceived lack of relevancy is the key reason for non response

• Amongst the eligible group, explaining costs has minimal impact on likelihood 

to respond

• And in fact might have a positive impact amongst the most vulnerable

• However, for the wider adult population, revealing costs may somewhat reduce 

their likelihood to recommend the scheme to others

• Overall, costs should be transparent and communicated clearly
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Source: QC4a /QC5a- Likelihood to get in touch with HS before and after costs explained 
Base All HS Eligible (412)

Likelihood to get in touch with HS before & after costs explained - Eligible

15% 14%

28% 31%

Before costs known After

+3%

Eligible for free help

+10%
Analogue only 

+3%

And amongst the sub 
groups...

All eligible

15% of eligibles are likely to get in touch with the Help Scheme.  Explaining 
associated costs has little impact overall - in fact has a positive impact for some.

Very likely

Quite likely
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Description of costs-
For eligible people, the Help Scheme will 
cost £40 to make any one TV digital ready.  
It will be free for those eligible who are also 
on income-related benefits. Taking this into 
account, how likely are you to.....
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But an explanation of the costs does however decrease the likelihood of all 
adults to recommend the HS.   

Source: QC4c /QC5c- Likelihood to get in touch with HS before and after costs explained 
Base All Adults (1034), All Adults with a low understanding  (338)

Likelihood to recommend HS before & after costs explained – All Adults

23% 13%

55%
44%

Before After

-11%

Furthest from 
Switchover 

-15%

All Adults

Very likely

Quite likely
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Description of costs-
For eligible people, the Help Scheme will 
cost £40 to make any one TV digital ready.  
It will be free for those eligible who are also 
on income-related benefits. Taking this into 
account, how likely are you to.....
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24%

10%

8%

12%

10%

9%

17%

2%

3%

46%

42%

42%

41%

31%

31%

28%

14%

9%

Most appealing

Any top 3

Building the picture around cost - amongst those eligible ... Value for 
money is about no hidden charges

Source: QD1c – What do you think are the most important factors in the help scheme offering value for money? 
Base  All Eligible (409)

Some top mentions, but 
less impact overall

Help Scheme Value for money – preference ratings - Eligible

No hidden charges, you know what you are getting upfront

Aftercare and support are included

Installation is included

You get the equipment included

A demo of how to use the equipment is included

An aerial check and replacement if needed are included

The helpline is freephone

The Help Scheme offers high quality equipment

The Help Scheme is designed with accessibility needs in mind
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- Consistent across all subgroups
- Similar pattern of response 
amongst all adults too
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Communicating the cost as ‘all inclusive’ is most appealing for all.
Certainly, mentioning cost is more appealing than not.

38%

29%

17%

15%

38%

25%

21%

15%

The cost is all inclusive, please call ...

For more information and any costs involved please call 
...

The cost is substantially subsidised, for more information 
please call ...

For more information please call ... 
All Adults
HS Eligible

Source: QD3 In terms of communicating how people can find out information about the costs involved with the Help Scheme, which one of these do you find 
most appealing?
Base All  Adults(1034), All HS Eligible (409)

é Those who have already switched
Those already aware of the HS

é Those furthest from switching 
(appeal of additional information...)

Amongst eligible's....Most appealing way to communicate costs...
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Implications and relationship with qual

§ There seems to be a strong correlation between the quant and the qual in terms of how to 
communicate cost
• There is a belief that the communication of cost should be transparent and honest
• All inclusive is the preferred phrase
• Certainty is critical when communicating cost – what you see is what you pay

– The potential for costs to escalate depending on specific needs is frightening (qual)
– Respondents assume that they will be the one who has to pay more (qual)

§ Although the qual suggest that the possibility of costs was more of a deterrent to getting in 
touch for eligible audiences than highlighted by the quant
• The mere mention of cost was off-putting and cause for concern
• Helping Hand adults seemed more reluctant to recommend the scheme once they knew 

associated costs
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Implications and relationship with qual

§ The real worry from the quant is that only 15% of the eligible audience researched are very 
likely to get in touch
• ‘Quite likely’ is not a strong statement of intent 
• Both quant and qual highlight that most people think they are either sorted already, or 

have help mechanisms in place
• Most eligible audiences simply think they don’t need the scheme

§ This would explain why costs have little impact on response – people are not that 
committed to getting in touch anyway
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Conclusions
• There is very high awareness of the Switchover across all audiences (c. 9 out of 10 

aware) 

• And around half are aware of the Help Scheme itself

• Amongst the eligible group, it is older, female and analogue only households who don’t 

know what to do about the switchover

• But there is a clearly a need to increase understanding of the scheme

• Enhance understanding of eligibility criteria

• Communicate key information about the scheme

§ Providing reassurance that the Help Scheme provides practical help and is 

straightforward are the desired foundations of communication

• Help and reassurance underpin the communications

§ The quant reinforces that people want to know that there is ‘practical help’ 

• This is not just a phone number
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Conclusions

91

• The response to the benefits is strong, but there are clear preferences

• Practical help (installation) and security reassurance are key: 

• The Help Scheme includes installation by an approved installer

• Installers are security checked

• The equipment is easy to use

• 12-month aftercare support is part of the package

• And this is consistent between All adults and those Eligible

• There are a few key groups which have the strongest response:

• Disabled (in receipt of benefits)

• Analogue only

• Furthest from switchover 
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Conclusions

§ The less practical and less clear benefits seem to be less relevant

• Explaining everything, home delivery, flexibility, converting TVs, aerials, options, BBC, 

appointments

• ‘We can convert any one of your TV sets to digital’ seems to be particularly appealing 

feature for some, although less preferred overall

• Run by the BBC is reassuring for a small number of eligible respondents

§ In terms of overall phrases for describing the Help Scheme, those with a greater 

degree of detail are preferred

• Of those less detailed phrases, providing everything stands out

§ Entitlement seems to be a strong driver of response 
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Conclusions

93

• Overall, there is a desire that costs should be transparent and certain

• Amongst the eligible group, explaining costs seems to have minimal impact on 

likelihood to respond

• For non eligible audiences revealing costs may somewhat reduce their likelihood to 

recommend the scheme to others

• Although the qual suggest that the possibility of costs was more of a deterrent to 

getting in touch for eligible audiences than highlighted by the quant

• And finally ….. Only 15% of the eligible audience researched are very likely to get 

in touch themselves

• Most eligible audiences simply think they don’t need the scheme

• They need a really good reason to get in touch
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AB = 10%
C1 = 11%
C2 = 7%
DE = 72%

Male = 49%
Female = 51%

Who did we speak to?

Yes = 7%
No = 88%
Not stated = 5%

White = 95%
Other = 5%

Kids in HH

Gender

Ethnicity

Social Grade

Already switched = 24%
Switching in 2010/11 = 36%
Switching in 2011/12 = 40%

Region (Proximity to switchover)

All Eligible

Under 75 =  34%
75+ = 66%

Age

Free = 32% 
£40 =  68%

Eligible for Free  Help vs. £40

Mobility = 53%
Mental Health = 6%
Hearing = 5%
Learning = 4%
None = 34%

Disability

Hidden
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AB = 26%
C1 = 29%
C2 = 21%
DE = 24%

Male = 49%
Female = 51%

Who did we speak to?

Yes = 26%
No = 74%

Community Professionals = 7%
Local Businesses & Services = 11%
Do not work in the community = 82%

Involved in the community  (socially) = 62%
Not = 38%

White = 92%
Other = 8%

Kids in HH

Gender

Ethnicity

Social Grade

Helping Hands

Already switched = 21%
Switching in 2010/11 = 35%
Switching in 2011/12 = 44%

Region (Proximity to switchover)

All Adults

18-34 = 28%
35-54 =  37%
55+ = 35%

Age

Hidden


